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In this paper, some new estimation results on the domain of attraction of
memory patterns and exponential convergence rate of the network trajec-
tories to memory patterns for Hopfield continuous associative memory are
obtained. These results can be used for the evaluation of fault-tolerance
capability and the synthesis procedures for Hopfield continuous feedback
associative memory neural networks.  2001 Academic Press
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that neural networks have been used to solve many problems
which are not easily solvable by tradition methods. Neural networks have shown
great vitality and have been widely applied in the fields of pattern recognition and
artificial intelligence. Therefore many scientific and technical workers have been
joining the study fields with great interest. In continuous-time feedback neural
networks [2], the Hopfield-type model is an important associative memory model,
which is described by differential equations of the form
Ci
du i
dt
= :
n
j=1
Tijv j&
ui
Ri
+I i (1)
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in which vj= gj (uj), gj : R  R( j=1, 2, ..., n) is continuously differentiable. Now let
C=diag(C1 , C2 , ..., Cn), A=diag(1R1 , 1R2 , ..., 1Rn), T=(Tij)n_n , I=(I1 , I2 , ..., In)T,
u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)T, g(u)=(g1(u1), g2(u2), ..., gn(un))T; thus (1) can be written in the
following matrix form,
C
du
dt
=&Au+Tg(u)+I, (2)
where u*=(u1*, u2* , ..., un*)T # Rn is called a memory vector of continuous
associative memory neural network (2), in which u* corresponds to a previously
given memory pattern and satisfies the following two fundamental constraints:
(i) Equilibrium state constraint
Au*=Tg(u*)+I. (3)
(ii) Asymptotic stability constraint; i.e., u* is an asymptotic stable equi-
librium state of (2).
Let x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)T=u&u*, &x&=(ni=1 x
2
i )
12, f i (xi)=gi (xi+u i*)&g i (ui*),
i=1, 2, ..., n, f (x)=( f1(x1), f2(x2), ..., fn(xn))T; then (2) can be written in the
following form:
C
dx
dt
=&Ax+Tf (x). (4)
It is well known that analysis and synthesis of continuous feedback associative
memory have become a quite important research project in the field of neural
networks. For details of these existing results related to models of the form (1), we
can refer to Refs. [25] and the references cited therein. However, to the best of our
knowledge, most of these authors only considered two fundamental constraints,
and few authors considered estimation of fault-tolerance capability and synthesis
procedures of Hopfield-type continuous feedback associative memories. Recently, in
Refs. [1, 6, 7], some estimation results had been derived by using Lyapunov func-
tion V(x)=max1in |x i |, V(x)=ni=1 Ci |xi | and V(x)=
n
i=1 Ci 
xi
0 f i (z) dz,
where they correspond to the following conditions,
Tii g$i (ui*)+ :
n
j=1, j{i
|Tij g$j (uj*)|
1
Ri
(i=1, 2, ..., n),
Tjj g$j (uj*)+ :
n
i=1, i{ j
|Tij g$j (uj*)|
1
Rj
( j=1, 2, ..., n),
and
+(T )=*max[(T+T T)2]<1[ g$i (ui*) Ri] (i=1, 2, ..., n),
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respectively. In the paper, by constructing the Lyapunov function V(x)=
1
2 
n
i=1 Ci |xi |
2 and using some analysis and algebra techniques, we further analyzed
the domain of attraction and convergence rate of (1) and derived some new estima-
tion results on the domain of attraction of memory patterns and an exponential
convergence rate of the network trajectories to memory patterns for Hopfield con-
tinuous associative memory. These results remedy and extend the existing results of
Refs. [1, 610]. This possesses important significance in both the evaluation of
fault-tolerance capability of Hopfield continuous feedback associative memories
and the synthesis of continuous feedback associative memory neural networks. In
addition, definitions of the domain of attraction and convergence rate can be found
in Ref. [11].
II. ESTIMATION ON DOMAIN OF ATTRACTION AND
CONVERGENCE RATE
Now we introduce the following notation. W(u)=(wij (u))n_n=(T ij g$j (uj)&
$ij Ri)n_n , in which $ ij is the Kronecker symbol, as i= j, it is equal to 1, and as
i{ j, it is equal to 0; &T&=max1 jn(ni=1 ( |Tij |+|T ji | )2), +(W)=maxi (wii+
1
2 
n
j=1, j{i |wij+wji | ), Cmin=min i Ci , Cmax=maxi Ci , where *max(M) denotes the
largest of the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix M. We can prove the following
main results:
Theorem 1. Assume that u* satisfies (3), and +(W)<0, i.e.,
Tii g$i (ui*)+
1
2
:
n
j=1, j{i
|T ij g$j (u j*)+Tji g$i (ui*)|
1
Ri
(i=1, 2, ..., n).
Then u* is a local exponential asymptotically stable equilibrium state of neural
network (2) and an invariant subset of domain of attraction of u* is the set
G$(u*)={u # Rn | 12 :
n
i=1
Ci (ui&ui*)2<$= , (5)
namely, the trajectory u(t; u0) starting at any u0 in G$(u*) of neural network satisfies
u(t; u0) # G$(u*), for \t0. (6)
Moreover, u(t; u0) satisfies the following inequality
&u(t; u0)&u*&(CmaxCmin)12 &u0&u*& exp(&’t), u0 # G$(u*), t0, (7)
where $ is a possible maximum satisfying inequality (9) below, ’== &T&Cmax , and
= is any previously given positive number in (0, |+(W(u*))|&T&).
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Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function: V(x)= 12 
n
i=1 Cix
2
i . Calculating the
derivative of V(x) along solutions x=x(t) of system (4), we have
dV(x)
dt } (4) = :
n
i=1
Cix i
dxi
dt
= :
n
i=1
xi _ :
n
j=1
Tij f j (xj)&
xi
Ri&
= :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Tij f j (xj) xi& :
n
i=1
x2i
Ri
= :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Tij f $j (0) x ix j& :
n
i=1
x2i
Ri
+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Tijxi o(xj)
=
1
2
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
(Tij f $j (0)+Tji f $i (0)) xix j
& :
n
i=1
x2i
Ri
+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Tijxi o(xj)
=
1
2
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
(wij (u*)+wji (u*)) xixj+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Tijxio(x j)
 :
n
i=1
wii (u*) x2i + :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1, j{i
|w ij (u*)+wji (u*)|
2
|xi | |xj |
+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
T ijxi o(xj)
 :
n
i=1
wii (u*) x2i + :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1, j{i
|w ij (u*)+wji (u*)|
2
x2i +x
2
j
2
+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
T ijxi o(xj)
 :
n
i=1 \wii (u*)+
1
2
:
n
j=1, j{i
|wij (u*)+wji (u*)|+ x2i
+ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|T ijxi o(xj)|
+(W(u*)) :
n
i=1
x2i + :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|T ij | |x i | |o(x j)|, (8)
where o(xj)= f j (xj)& f $j (0) xj= gj (xj+uj*)& gj (uj*)& g$j (u j*) xj , j=1, 2, ..., n.
Now if we assume that +(W(u*))<0, it is equivalent to the inequalities
Tii g$i (ui*)+
1
2
:
n
j=1, j{i
|Tij g$j (u j*)+Tji g$i (ui*)|
1
Ri
(i=1, 2, ..., n).
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Since fj (x) ( j=1, 2, ..., n) are continuously differentiable on R, for any = #
(0, |+(W(u*))|&T&), there exists $>0 such that
|o(xj)|=| fj (xj)& f $j (0) xj |
=| gj (xj+uj*)& g j (uj*)& g$j (uj*) xj |
( |+(W(u*))|&T&&=) |xj | (9)
as V(x)<$.
Then
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|Tij | |xi | |o(xj)|(|+(W(u*))|&T&&=) :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|Tij | |xi | |xj |
(|+(W(u*))|&T&&=) :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
|T ij |
x2i +x
2
j
2
(|+(W(u*))|&= &T&) :
n
i=1
x2i . (10)
Let G$=[x # Rn | V(x)<$]; then G$ is a nonempty open interval which contains
the origin point of coordinates on Rn. Take ’== &T&Cmax>0. As x # G$ , it follows
from the inequalities (8) and (10) that
dV(x)
dt } (4) &= &T& :
n
i=1
x2i  &2’V(x). (11)
Let p(t; p0) be a solution of the comparison system of (11): dpdt=&2’p with
initial condition p(0, p0)= p0 # Rn; then
p(t; x0)= p0 exp(&2’t), \t0. (12)
Take p0=V(x0), (x0 # G$), from inequalities (11) and (12), and by virtue of the
comparison principle [11], we get
V(x(t; x0))V(x0) exp(&2’t), \t0. (13)
Noting that 12Cmin &x&
2V(x) 12 Cmax &x&
2 (x # Rn) and from inequality (13)
yields
&x(t; x0)&(Cmax Cmin)12 &x0& exp(&’t), x0 # G$ , t0. (14)
Let u0=x0+u; then u(t; u0)=x(t; x0)+u*. From the above results, one can easily
derive (7). This completes the proof.
Suppose that P=diag(P1 , P2 , ..., Pn)>0 (this means that Pi>0, i=1, 2, ..., n),
u=Pu$. Then (2) can be rewritten in the following form:
CP
du$
dt
=&APu$+Tg(Pu$)+I. (15)
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Applying Theorem 1 for (15) with respect to u$, we can easily derive more general
results, which are omitted here. Moreover, we can also use the method of elicitation
for the synthesis of efficient continuous associative memory neural networks as
follows:
1. Choose the initial values of capacitance parameter matrix C;
2. Choose T, R, P from the solution sets of equilibrium state equations (3)
such that = is sufficiently small to ensure that $ is large enough;
3. Choose sufficiently small =$ and let C :==$C such that the convergence
exponent ’ gets close to any previous given positive number.
4. Let $ :==$$.
Note that 3 above ensures that any large exponential convergence rate is gained;
in addition, the domain of attraction cannot reduce. Hence, in neural networks syn-
thesis procedures, first we ought to gain the domain of attraction as large as
possible and second gain any large exponential convergence rate by scale transfor-
mation of C.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, by applying the Lyapunov method and some analysis techniques,
we have given some new estimation results on the domain of attraction of memory
patterns and the exponential convergence rate of the network trajectories to
memory patterns for Hopfield continuous-time associative memory. These results
can be used for the evaluation of the fault-tolerance capability of Hopfield con-
tinuous associative memories networks. In addition, by applying these results, we
can design or synthesize efficient continuous feedback associative memory neural
networks.
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